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SCIENCE

MICROBIOTA, THE AMAZING POWER OF THE GUT 52’
Hidden deep in our intestines, 100,000 billion bacteria are keeping us healthy by producing a range of
molecules. Although they are invisible to the naked eye, they could revolutionize the future of medicine.
That is, if our modern lifestyle doesn't wipe them out first.
Is the future of medicine being played out in your intestine? Recent discoveries about the microuniverse nestled in our guts have enabled us to better understand such diverse conditions as diabetes,
obesity, inflammatory bowel diseases, some types of cancer, and even autism and depression. This
understanding gives hope for a cure for chronic conditions that have so far resisted the efforts of modern
medicine!

A HEALTHY DIET FOR A HEALTHY BRAIN 52’
Food goes straight to our brain. So what to eat to
make sure our brain stays healthy? Many recent
discoveries have shown that our mental health,
our moods, and our intellectual ability are directly
influenced by what we eat, and sometimes in a
matter of just a few days.

BACTERIA KILLERS 52’
One hundred years ago, Félix d’Herelle
discovered the existence of the bacteriophage, a
mysterious "bacteria killing" virus. As antibiotics
are becoming less efficient, will phage therapy
become the science of tomorrow?

THE BLOB: A GENIUS WITHOUT A BRAIN 52’ UHD
Here comes the Blob! More commonly known as slime-mold, this extraordinary one-billion-yearold organism challenges our worldview on living matter and is about to revolutionize the concept
of brainless intelligence. Blending science fiction, animation, the beauty of nature, humor and
cutting-edge science, this is a quirky trip exploring this most surprising and mind-blowing organism.

SCIENCE

WILDLIFE

T R AV E L & A D V E N T U R E
COMING SOON

LIVING WITH VOLCANOES 4x52’
A stunning series to discover 40 volcanoes around the wolrd to learn about the fire giants from people
who live alongside them and from scientists who protect us from their danger.
Volcanoes led to dinosaurs’ extinction and wiped entire civilizations – like the Minoans in Crete and
Santorini in 1450 BCE. Today, the lives of 600 million people are threatened by 1670 active volcanoes.
The entire planet is affected: when Mount Pinatubo erupted in the Philippines, global temperatures fell
by nearly 1°C for three years. Recent studies suggest that humankind will eventually be wiped out by a
gigantic volcanic eruption…

700 SHARKS 43’, 52' & 90' UHD
A 4K special in which we dive for the first time
by night into a feeding frenzy of 700 sharks in
Polynesia, the largest concentration of sharks in
the world. Filmed with very ambitious camera
gear, this documentary reveals unprecedented
social behavior of sharks.

T R AV E L & A D V E N T U R E

WELCOME TO MY STRANGE CITY 6x52'
Everywhere on the planet cities seem to pop
up and grow, sometimes despite climatic or
geographical conditions that seem impossible to
live in. How do people acclimate to lead a normal
life?

MONGOLIA, THE DARHAT HORSEMAN AND THE
WHITE STALLION 52' & 90' UHD
In the Darhat valley of northern Mongolia, the
horses of the nomadic tribes are disappearing.
Bandits are stealing them to sell to Russian
abattoirs for just a few rubles. But Shukhert, a
crime-fighting Darhat horseman, is relentlessly
pursuing them to the Taiga mountain range of
Mongolia, on the border with Siberia.

RITUALS OF THE WORLD 15x26'
Fire dancing in Papua New Guinea or climbing to the
top of the Ethiopian cliffs to introduce one’s child to
God: this series reveals how some people today still
practice rituals that structure their lives and become,
beyond a simple social bond, a structuring force and
a source of culture. Anthropologist, Anne-Sylvie
Malbrancke, helps us understand and experience
these moments with those who practice them.

MONASTERIES OF EUROPE 5x52’
What is happening today in European
monasteries? Why do young people leave
the "normal" world to devote their lives to
spirituality? Let's embark on a journey to share
the life of monastic communities from Ireland to
Russia and from Greece to Germany.

LIFESTYLE

GEO – SEASON 20 – 26x52’ UHD
Whether they depict deep-sea divers in the
Bermuda triangle or game keepers in the far
reaches of the Siberian forest, these films provide
us with insights into the lives and work of
exceptional men and women.

DESTINATIONS 200x13'
Far from the frenzy of urban life, the series is an
invitation to enjoy the simple pleasures of traveling
to the four corners of the world to discover places
that inspired the great artists, resulting in an
exchange between a land, a town, a landscape and
a work of art.

A TASTE OF FRANCE 8x52'
Spurred by their passion and ambition, talented
international chefs are reviving the spirit of French
cuisine with renewed vigor. Journey with them
as they dive into the fascinating stories behind
France’s regional products from Corsica, Provence,
Burgundy… to compose authentic, sophisticated
and delicious French menus.

FOOD MAKERS GO GLOBAL 5x26'
When Eastern food meets Western food, outstanding dishes are created! In a light travel and culinary
series, meet real people who share ageold skills from two very different parts of the world to introduce us
to unique flavours and products. A common fight against standardization.
Our heroes are food and the people who produce it. Each episode is dedicated to a single organic product
– from cheese, fermented cabbage and flatbread to salted fish roe and pasta – and to the stories behind
it. Stories of real people who work to produce outstanding foodstuffs, rooted in their local environment
and culture. What will they learn from each other?

2 NEW EPISODES
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HISTORY

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY

COMING SOON

COMING SOON

NOTRE-DAME DE PARIS: THE SECRETS OF THE BUILDERS 2x45'
In the Middle Ages, master builders reinvented the art of construction to erect the Gothic cathedrals.
In Paris, a vast building site gave rise to the most famous of these stone wonders: Notre-Dame. Seven
centuries passed between the laying of the first stone and its restoration in the 19th century, during
which time the cathedral witnessed some tumultuous moments in the history of France, from the most
glorious to its darkest periods.

EIFFEL TOWER: A BUILDING WONDER 52’
For its 130th birthday, delve into the Eiffel Tower's
breathtaking history, from its construction to the
present day - thanks to spectacular images and an
original 3D vision that retraces the main stages of
its construction step by step.

HITLER'S EVIL SCIENCE 2x52'
Between History and Science, this doc highlights an
unknown chapter of the “Nazi Center for Scientific
Research“ settled in the 30s and dedicated to
legitimate the political Nazi Project and the Final
Solution

THE SS, A BARBARIC STATE 52'
Nuremberg is where Nazi congresses were held.
In the city where Hitler gathered huge crowds of
fanatics, the court hosted in 1945 the greatest
trial in History.The Allied victors judged those
responsible for the Third Reich.

WARRING BROTHERS: FROM ATATURK TO
ERDOGAN 52’ & 90’
Turkey is a divided, contradictory country torn
between two extremes, illustrated by the opposing
ideologies of its two historical leaders, Ataturk
its founder a hundred years ago, and Erdogan its
current president. This film tries to decode present
day Turkey by looking into its past, to understand the
tragedy unfolding in front of our eyes.

NELSON MANDELA BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
Mandela’s legend is built in his absence, during
his 27- year incarceration. In 1990, when Nelson
Mandela is released, South Africa is waiting for
their Messiah. He doesn’t know it yet, he is the
most famous political prisoner of the Planet. Will
he be up to the challenge?

MAHATMA GANDHI, BEYOND THE MYTH 52’
Gandhi is the symbol of India’s independence. What
were his strategies to personify this struggle, and
how did he make his own body and his image the key
weapons of a worldwide communications battle?

CORLEONE: MAFIA AND BLOOD 2x70’
In a 5-year in depth investigation, discover how a
young rural mobster took power in the 1970’s over
the Cosa Nostra, Sicily’s legendary mafia, torturing
and killing each competitor one by one, becoming
the most feared and violent organized-crime
leader ever.

ANNIVERSARY 2019

ANCIENT HISTORY

THE TRUE STORY OF KING TUT’S TREASURE
52’ & 90’ UHD
Almost 100 years after the discovery of King's
Tut's Tomb, it is time to tell the story in a new
light. We will discover that the treasure was not
Tutankhamun's, but his sister's, Pharaoh before
him! A surprising archaeological investigation.
On the occasion of the once-in-a-lifetime
exhibition to be held in Los Angeles,
Washington, Paris, London, Sydney, Seoul,
Tokyo and Osaka!

THE GREAT MYTHS - THE ILIAD 10x26’
After the success of the first season of THE GREAT
GREEK MYTHS, we bring you the next chapter! An
adaptation of Homer’s Iliad. An epic poem which
recounts the Trojan War.
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EGYPT: THE TEMPLES SAVED FROM THE NILE
52’ & 90’
In 1945, Nasser’s project to build a lake in Southern
Egypt threatened to submerge hundreds of ancient
temples, including of Ramses II and Cleopatra.
Thanks to an unprecedented international
mobilization, discover how this exceptional heritage
was saved.
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CONTEMPORARY HISTORY

C U R R E N T A F FA I R S

CASTRO'S REVOLUTION VS THE WORLD 2x52' UHD
For the 60th anniversary of the Cuban Revolution in 2019, with views from every side–the Cubans, the Russians, the Americans and the rest – this film will
reveal the history of Cuba as never before.
Who could imagine that from their Caribbean island, the efforts of Castro and his compatriots would contribute to changing the world? Through 50 years of
international relations which saw Cuba turn successively from East to West, and play a major role in Africa and Latin America, this is a little-known aspect of
20th century history – a story that is told for the first time by those who were involved.

HAVE FUN IN PYONGYANG 52'
North Korea does indeed exist beyond the totalitarian varnish covering it. This movie sets out to meet the real North Koreans. We will observe this singular
society and discover what makes them tick.
We simply need to understand their lives – which is actually quite the uneasy task. Following the North Korean people's daily lives we discover an exotic,
surprising life that is often rather funny – far from the military and dogmatic seriousness of the regime.

C U R R E N T A F FA I R S

THE LAWS OF WAR 52’
Even in wars, there are rules. One of them,
universally recognized, is not to target civilians.
What is the situation today? How are these "laws"
applied practice in countries like Ukraine, Iraq and
Turkey where civil war rage?

TRACKING RUSSIAN HACKERS 52' & 90'
Russian hackers are the new symbol and the figurehead of an aggressive Russia that is not content to
spy but to attack. They are accused of interfering in national elections and cyberattacking companies
worldwide. Our team has infiltrated the Russian hacking cyber-world to understand who controls these
mercenaries who wage an invisible war that is destabilizing our world.
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THE GREAT WALL OF JAPAN 52' UHD
After the disaster of March 2011, the Japanese
authorities decided to build a gigantic 15-meterhigh and 500 kilometers long anti tsunami wall,
separating the land and the ocean. But what is the
environmental and human impact of this wall?

HACKERS FOR FREEDOM 52'
A fascinating investigation from the US, France
and India, to meet activists and industrials who
struggle to defend the free code, not only in
the computer business, but every industry such
as automobiles or agriculture.
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WOMEN OF ISIS 52'
It has long been thought that women in the
Islamic State were only victims forced to obey their
husband, brother or father. This overly reductive
image does not reflect reality.
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C U R R E N T A F FA I R S

MEXICO IN SEARCH FOR MIGRANTS 52’
After hiding out on American soil for 5 years,
36 year-old Ruben Figueroa, decided to return
home to Mexico. Understanding the struggle of
living in fear, Ruben has since set out to find Latin
Americans that have disappeared in Mexico.

A R T & C U LT U R E

THE RIVAL PRINCES OF THE GULF 52'
Between 2013 and 2015, three young princes took over the main oil monarchies in the Gulf. This new
generation of rulers has imposed a new and much more violent way of governing. Today, their rivalry is
tearing the Gulf apart and destabilizing the entire Middle East.
On one side the Qatar emir, Tamim Al Thani. On the other, Mohammed “MBS” Ben Salman, 33, crown
prince of Saudi Arabia. In his contention for the position of strong man in the Middle East, he can count
on his ally: Abu Dhabi Crown prince Mohammed “MBZ” Ben Zayed, a military strategist who became
regent of the United Arab Emirates.

COLETTE, THE REBELLIOUS 52'
By turns novelist, mime, dancer, nude, critic, screenwriter, publicist, and
even shopkeeper, Colette lived life to the full, continually reinventing herself
through a series of scandals and metamorphoses. A provincial woman
who became an icon of the Belle Epoque, she became a celebrated writer,
a pioneer of autofiction turning herself into a devilishly romantic character,
inseparable from her work.

WHO'S AFRAID OF LADY CHATTERLEY? 52' & 90' UHD
In 1960, the British Crown sued the publishing house Penguin Books in
order to ban D.H. Lawrence's “Lady Chatterley's Lover” – a graphic account
of an aristocrat and her gamekeeper's carnal love. For six days, prosecutors
and lawyers discussed the literary qualities of a book that talks about sex
without taboos, celebrates nature, and advocates harmony between beings.
Based on selected excerpts from the trial, the film offers to explore what
made Lady Chatterley a literary and popular myth that has gone above and
beyond its century and borders.

LEONARDO’S REDISCOVERED MASTERPIECE 52' & 90' UHD
Today, it is expertly acknowledged that “Madonna with the Yarnwinder” is an authentic Leonardo Da Vinci. But to get to this conclusion, this masterpiece has
undergone multiple interpretations, including its purchase as a well-made copy by an English lord in 1809.
The recent authentication by the Louvre was a long and tedious process, and the experts not only used state of the art scientific techniques, but also had
to dive into Leonardo’s universe, his turbulent lifestyle and his other signature works. This film is the opportunity to rediscover Renaissance Italy to better
understand who Leonardo was and why he is the considered the greatest master of all.

ARTISTS & LOVE 5x26'
This documentary series tells the story of intimate and tumultuous love
stories in the context of art history. A love story is a fascinating detour that
can lead us to discover and rediscover an artistic journey and the works that
are born from its romantic encounters.
With Amedao Modigliani and Jeanne Hébuterne, Lee Miller and Man Ray,
Gerda Taro and Robert Capa, Paula Becker and Otto Modersohn, Georgia
O'Keeffe and Alfred Stieglitz.

MONUMENTS OF LEGEND 5x52' & 4x7' VR UHD
Discover the hidden artistic treasures behind the construction of iconic
monuments. How they fit into art history and have been preserved until
today. With: the Castle of Fontainebleau, the Chauvet cave, Wagner’s Opera
in Bayreuth... and many others.
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P O P C U LT U R E

CINEMA

HITCHCOCK CONFIDENTIAL 52’
We may think that everything has been said about the great Alfred, but what do we really know
about the man behind the director? Through the intimate, gentle and critical eyes of his wife and
collaborator, Alma, this film will allow us to discover Hitchcock anew, between darkness and light.

ANNIVERSARY 2019

FANTASTIC MR. MURRAY 52'
Outside of his films, Bill Murray is almost always
an elusive man. He hates interviews but isn't a
misanthrope. He prefers to be where we don't
expect him. This film reveals the extraordinary
character behind the famous actor. You will discover
the origin of his comedic genius, his passions, his
causes...

RADIOHEAD, MUTANT GROUP 52'
Adored by their millions of fans around the
world, Radiohead’s music has been crossing
borders and transcending genres for 25 years. This
documentary reveals how the band succeeded in
reinventing themselves to always be in step with
the times, and how they managed to preserve
their originality and independence.

PHOTO

JOHNNY CLEGG, THE WHITE ZULU 52'
1988. In only few months, South African musician
Johnny Clegg, an almost unknown artist, has sold
millions of albums. With his hit Asimbonanga,
which paid tribute to Nelson Mandela, he became
the symbol of the struggle against apartheid. A
vibrant tribute.

SNAPSHOTS OF MEXICO 52'
These committed, creative and tireless artists and
researchers will tell us about Mexico today and
its challenges in the turbulent and complicated
landscape of the 21st century.

THE NEW FASHION 2x40’
40 minutes in total immersion in the fashion
world with Mademoiselle Agnès. Ten days of
fashion, stimulated by the new generation of
designers, reassured by the old guard, and dazzled
by hallucinating scenography.

PARIS FASHION WEEK 2x52’
Follow me backstage of Paris Fashion Week!
Discover the latest trends, the hottest designers,
the most beautiful models, and incredible VIPs.
Not to mention Anna Wintour! Come with us
around the Fashion globe!

FA S H I O N

DR. JACK AND MR. NICHOLSON 52'
No one can resist his killer smile. With his immediately
recognizable physique, Jack Nicholson is a far cry from
the Californian playboy, at once undeniably sexy, yet
singularly scary... How did this common young man
become the icon of counterculture overnight?

JOHN WAYNE, BEYOND THE MYTH 52'
Archetype of a heroic cowboy or uncompromising macho: Wayne fascinates. The film reveals the
man through his unexpected – but real - frailty, and portrays its hero at the twilight of his life. The
aim of this film is to make a connexion between “the patriot artist” and the real man.
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THE WARS OF COCO CHANEL 52'
She had to fight many wars to go from the little
orphan maid to the famous tailor celebrated
worldwide. A portrait of one of the most iconic
figures of the 20th century.
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